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Abstract
Self-interacting neutrinos that begin to free-stream at close to matter-radiation equal-
ity can reduce the physical size of photon sound horizon at last scattering surface. This can
be the reason why standard ΛCDM cosmology sees a lower value of Hubble constant than
local measurements from distance ladder. We propose a new realization of self-interacting
Dirac neutrinos (SIDν) with light dark photon mediator for a viable interaction mecha-
nism. Our model is UV completed by a Dirac seesaw with anomaly-free dark U(1)X gauge
group which charges the right-handed neutrinos. This naturally generates small masses
for Dirac neutrinos and induces self-scattering of right-handed neutrinos. The scattering
with left-handed neutrinos is suppressed by a chirality-flip mass insertion when the neu-
trino energy is much larger than its mass. The resultant neutrino self-scattering is not
operative for Eν & O(keV), which avoids the cosmological and laboratory constraints. By
evolving Boltzmann equations for left- and right-handed neutrino number densities, we
show that about 2/3 of the left-handed neutrinos are converted into right-handed neutri-
nos in a short epoch between the Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis and the recombination, and
interact with each other efficiently afterwards. The resultant neutrino non-free-streaming
is the key ingredient to shrink down the comoving sound horizon at drag epoch, which
can reconcile the Hubble tension between early and late time measurements.
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1. Introduction
The discrepancy between measurements of the Hubble constant H0 from the cosmological
observations of the early Universe and that from late time observations poses a serious
challenge to the conventional Λ-Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model [1, 2]. In particular,
Planck space telescope measures H0 from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and
gives H0 = 67.4±0.5 km s−1Mpc−1 [3], with a precision better than 1%. This is compatible
with the independent result from Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) & Dark Energy Sur-
vey (DES) & Big Bang Nucleosynthesis data [4], which gives H0 = 67.4
+1.1
−1.2 km s
−1Mpc−1.
In contrast, the distance ladder measurement (SH0ES) by using Type-Ia supernovae cal-
ibrated by Cepheid favors a larger Hubble constant, H0 = 74.0 ± 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 [5].
Although the systematic uncertainty of the distance ladder measurement is under de-
bate [6], its value is consistent with another completely independent measurement of
the strong lensing time-delay effect. By measuring six distant quasar time-delays, the
H0LiCOW team determines H0 = 73.3
+1.7
−1.8 km s
−1Mpc−1 [7]. This solidifies the the dis-
crepancy between high-redshift measurements and local measurements. The recent survey
on various H0 measurements concludes that the H0 discrepancy between early and late
Universe observations ranges from 4σ to 6σ, and is robust to the exclusion of any one
method, team or source [2].
A physically attractive resolution to the Hubble tension is the scenario of self-interacting
neutrinos [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], but its viable realization was found to be highly challeng-
ing [12]. In this scenario, the onset of neutrino free-streaming is delayed in the early uni-
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verse and the resultant phase shift and amplification of acoustic peaks in the CMB power
spectrum can be compensated by shifts of other cosmological parameters [8, 9, 14, 15]. In
particular, Refs. [9, 12] found that if the active neutrinos self-interact through an effective
vertex
Leff = Geff ν¯νν¯ν , (1.1)
a larger Hubble constant H0 = 72.3 ± 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 (with ∆Neff ≈ 1) can be accom-
modated by the CMB observation for the “strongly interacting” regime and “moderately
interacting” regime with log10(GeffMeV
2)=−1.35+0.12−0.066 and −3.90+1.0−0.93, respectively. Ref.
[9] considered an effective interaction of neutrino mass eigenstates in the form
L = gij ν¯iνjϕ , (1.2)
and found that the Hubble tension can be evaded with Geff≡g2/m2ϕ =(10−1−10−4) MeV−2
and ∆Neff ≈ 1 . However, Ref. [10] found that neutrino self-interactions induced by a
very light or massless mediator cannot resolve the Hubble tension. Ref. [11] consid-
ered a possibility that the neutrino free-streaming is impeded by the “dark neutrino
interaction” between neutrinos and the dark matter, and found that the phase shift of
non-free-streaming neutrinos alone can raise the CMB determined Hubble constant to
H0 = 69.39
+0.69
−0.68 km s
−1Mpc−1 without additional ∆Neff . These suggest that the Hubble
tension could be resolved if the neutrino free-streaming does not turn on before T ∼10 eV
when the modes relevant to the observed CMB power spectrum enter the horizon. But
the neutrino self-interactions (1.1) and (1.2) are not gauge-invariant. It was found that
a UV completion is highly constrained and almost excluded by cosmological observations
such as the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [12, 16, 17, 18], or by laboratory bounds such
as meson decays [12, 19, 20, 21]. Furthermore, the light neutrinos have to be Majorana
type, the neutrino self-interaction needs to be flavor-dependent, and the UV-completion
model requires a nonminimal mechanism to simultaneously generate neutrino masses and
appreciable self-interactions [12].
In this work, we propose a physically attractive model of self-interacting Dirac neu-
trinos (SIDν) with light dark photon mediator to delay the neutrino free-streaming time-
scale, and thus shrink the comoving sound horizon at the last scattering surface (r∗)
without drastically affecting the projected Silk damping scale (`d). Our new model is
UV-completed by a Dirac seesaw with an anomaly-free dark U(1)X gauge group which
charges the right-handed neutrinos and is spontaneously broken. This naturally generates
small masses for Dirac neutrinos and simultaneously induces self-interacting scattering of
right-handed neutrinos. Thus, different from what was done in the literature [9, 10, 11, 12],
our model has the right-handed neutrinos (rather than the left-handed ones) interact with
the dark photon Xµ (rather than a scalar ϕ) at an energy scale of O(MeV). The dark
3
photon Xµ serves as the mediator of the hidden neutrino interaction, which is a key in-
gredient of our scenario. In the early Universe, only left-handed neutrinos are abundantly
produced from the thermal bath of the standard model (SM) particles by electroweak
interactions. The scattering amplitude of neutrinos through the dark photon exchange is
suppressed by a chirality-flip (mass-insertion) factor mν/Eν for each left-handed neutrino
participating in the scattering, where Eν and mν are the neutrino energy and mass, re-
spectively. Hence, the production of right-handed neutrinos and the mediator particles
from left-handed neutrino scattering is suppressed at high temperature, so it is free from
cosmological constraints such as the strong BBN bound. As the temperature decreases,
the chirality-flip factor becomes larger and has less suppression. At the temperature
TcO(MeV), the small amount of right-handed neutrinos produced out-of-equilibrium
start to scatter effectively with left-handed neutrinos, and trigger a rapid conversion of
left-handed neutrinos to the right handed ones. Eventually, the cosmic neutrino relics are
composed of both left-handed and right-handed neutrinos which scatter efficiently with
each other until the decoupling of the dark photon interaction at which the neutrinos
begin to free-stream. In this way, we build up a consistent and novel realization of the
self-interacting neutrino scenario as a resolution to the Hubble tension, which overcomes
all the difficulties in the previous proposal [9]. Moreover, our model naturally generates
the small Dirac neutrino masses and does not require any special flavor structure of the
neutrino interaction to evade all the existing cosmological and laboratory constraints [12].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a new realization
of Dirac neutrino seesaw as the UV completion of self-interacting neutrinos in the early
Universe. In Section 3, we analyze qualitatively the evolution of the right-handed neutri-
nos in the early Universe and the condition to delay the free-streaming, while evading the
cosmological and laboratory constraints. In Section 4, we perform a numerical analysis
to evolve the neutrino number density by Boltzmann equations as an explicit demonstra-
tion of the physical picture described in Section 3. Finally, we conclude in Section 5. We
present the technical details in Appendices A and B.
2. Interacting Dirac Neutrinos from Dirac Seesaw
In this section, we show that the neutrino self-interaction can be naturally realized in
a new Dirac seesaw model of neutrinos with a dark U(1)X gauge group. The Dirac
seesaw was proposed [24] to generate small Dirac masses for light neutrinos. Its key
part contains the right-handed neutrinos with charge −1/2 under a hidden dark U(1)X
gauge group. This U(1)X is spontaneously broken by a weak singlet scalar S at the TeV
scale (or somewhat below) which has a U(1)X charge 1/2. This can generate a gauge-
invariant dimension-5 effective operator at the weak scale for the Dirac neutrino mass
4
Groups Lj H Φ1 Φ2 S R1j R2j
SU(2)L 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
U(1)Y −12 −12 −12 −12 0 0 0
U(1)X 0 0
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
1
2
Table 1: Assignments for the Dirac seesaw model under the extended electroweak gauge group
SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(1)X . Here j (=1, 2, 3) denotes the index of fermion families.
generation, O5 = 1Λ L¯HSνR , where Λ is a high energy cutoff scale, L the left-handed
lepton doublet and H the SM Higgs doublet. So the light neutrinos acquire small Dirac
masses mν∼〈H〉〈S〉/Λ .
For this study, we propose a new realization of the Dirac seesaw mechanism with an
anomaly-free dark U(1)X gauge group and an exact Z2 symmetry. This naturally extends
the previous simple model [24] which was not UV-completed for anomaly cancellation.
We present this model in Table 1, where Φ1 and Φ2 are two new heavy Higgs doublets
with mass MΦ = O(10
9GeV). The light singlet scalar S acquires a vacuum expectation
value (VEV) of O(MeV) and spontaneously breaks U(1)X gauge group, leading to a dark
photon of mass around O(keV). R1j and R2j are two right-handed Dirac fermions which
carry opposite U(1)X charges to cancel the gauge anomaly, where j (=1, 2, 3) denotes the
fermion family index. As we will show shortly, the combination R1j+R2j just gives the
right-handed neutrinos νRj. Thus, we can write down the Lagrangian terms relevant to
the Dirac seesaw,
∆L ⊃ −yijL¯i
(
Φ1R1j+ Φ2R2j
)
+M3(SΦ
†
1+ S
∗Φ†2)H + h.c.
−M2Φ
(|Φ1|2+ |Φ2|2) , (2.1)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the family indices, and the trilinear scalar coupling may be around
the Φ mass scale, M3 = O(MΦ). The Lagrangian is invariant under the following Z2
symmetry,
Z2 : Bµ ↔ Bµ, Xµ ↔ −Xµ, Φ1 ↔ Φ2, S ↔ S∗, R1j ↔ R2j, (2.2)
where Bµ and Xµ are gauge bosons of U(1)Y and U(1)X , respectively. The above Z2
assignments can be re-expressed as follows,
Fields : Bµ Xµ Φ1 ± Φ2 S ± S∗ R1j ±R2j
Z2 : + − ± ± ±
(2.3)
This Z2 symmetry forbids the kinetic mixing between Xµ and Bµ to all loop orders, and
thus can evade possible astrophysical constraints on the light dark photons [25]. Since
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MΦ  mS,mH , we can integrate out the heavy fields Φ1 and Φ2 by using their equations
of motions,
Φ1 =
M3
M2Φ
HS − y
∗
ij
M2Φ
R¯1jLi + · · · , (2.4a)
Φ2 =
M3
M2Φ
HS∗ − y
∗
ij
M2Φ
R¯2jLi + · · · . (2.4b)
With this we can deduce the following effective Lagrangian from Eq.(2.1)
∆L = − yijM3
M2φ
L¯iH
(
SR1j+ S
∗R2j
)
+ h.c. + · · · (2.5)
We note that integrating out Φ1,2 also induces a correction to the quartic coupling ∼
(M23/M
2
Φ)|S|2|H|2, which is added to the original tree-level Higgs portal term |S|2|H|2
with a total coupling λSH . For the current setup, we set λSH = 0 at tree-level. This
choice is technically natural since the |S|2|H|2 vertex will remain vanishing at loop levels.
We note that including the graviton-exchange contribution between S and H could only
induce a nonlocal interaction between |S|2 and |H|2, which is also fully negligible for the
current study. With λSH = 0, we can maintain a light scalar S with mS  Mh where
Mh ' 125 GeV is the SM Higgs boson mass, while at the same time we can avoid the
production of S through the Higgs portal coupling in the early Universe.
After S and H develop the VEVs 〈S〉 = vs/
√
2 and 〈H〉 = (vh/
√
2, 0), we find that
the neutrinos acquire the following Dirac mass term,
Lν = −mνij ν¯LiνRj + h.c. ,
mνij = yij
vsvhM3√
2M2Φ
,
(2.6)
where the right-handed neutrinos νRj are defined by the following rotation,
νRj =
1√
2
(
R1j+R2j
)
,
νsj =
1√
2
(
R1j−R2j
)
,
(2.7)
which holds for each given flavor index j . The orthogonal state νsj is Z2 odd. It
has no left-handed partner and will remain massless. Eq.(2.6) realizes the Dirac seesaw
and can generate naturally small neutrino masses. For instance, setting yij = O(1),
M3 = O(MΦ)=O(10
9)GeV, and vs= O(MeV), we obtain mνij = O(0.1)eV, which agrees
with the current neutrino oscillation data.
Since the SM Higgs boson mass Mh is much larger than the masses of the light scalar
S and gauge boson Xµ as well as the Dirac neutrinos (νL, νR), it is more convenient to
integrate out the SM Higgs doublet H in the low energy effective theory of S, Xµ and
νL,R . The neutrino effective interactions then take the following form,
L = −y′ij ν¯LiνRjS +
gx
2
ν¯sjγ
µνRjXµ + h.c. , (2.8)
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where the effective Yukawa coupling
y′ij =
√
2mνij
vs
, (2.9)
and gx is the gauge coupling of U(1)X . Setting the gauge coupling gx= O(0.1) and the
scalar VEV vs = O(MeV), we find that the dark photon X
µ acquires a small mass via
spontaneous symmetry breaking, mX = gxvs= O(keV) .
We will demonstrate that the U(1)X gauge coupling can generate the desired neutrino
self-interaction with scale 〈S〉= O(MeV) to resolve the Hubble tension. As to be shown
in the next section, the left-handed neutrino νL will be converted to νR and νs after
the BBN, and the dark photon Xµ can mediate effective scattering among νL,R and νs
before recombination. The resolution of Hubble tension then requires vs = O(MeV)
and we choose MΦ = O(M3) = O(10
9GeV) to generate realistic Dirac neutrino masses
mν = O(0.1eV) . With these inputs, the effective Yukawa coupling (2.9) has the size
y′=
√
2mν/vs= O(10
−7).
In summary, our low energy effective theory contains the SM particle content plus
additional new particles, including three light Dirac neutrinos with their right-handed
component νRj, the three right-handed massless fermions νsj, a massive dark photon X
µ
which mediates the neutrino self-interaction, and a scalar Higgs boson of σ from the
real component of the scalar singlet S = 1√
2
(σ + iω) . The three light Dirac neutrinos
naturally acquire tiny Dirac masses mν = O(0.1eV) via the Dirac seesaw mechanism. In
the following analysis, we will ignore the detail of the neutrino flavor mixing for simplicity.
We will also set mX = mσ for our parameter space, which kinematically forbids the decay
channel σ→XµXµ.
3. Cosmological Evolution of InteractingRight-HandedNeutrinos
In this section, we study qualitatively the evolution of neutrino densities after the decou-
pling of electroweak interactions. The key point is that the scattering of νL only produces
a trace amount of νR and νs in the very early Universe because of chirality suppression.
As the Universe cools down, this chirality suppression will be highly reduced. So the
scattering of νR and νs with νL becomes efficient and rapidly converts part of νL into νR
or νs . The neutrino relic before recombination is a mixture of νL, νR and νs , which can
couple tightly with each other through the dark photon mediator Xµ and hence delay
the neutrino free-streaming time close to matter-radiation equality. We will discuss the
condition for the evolution and various phenomenological constraints in this section.
Since we only consider the epoch with temperature T mν , the neutrinos are highly
relativistic. So for the left-handed neutrino scattering, we can include the neutrino mass
7
Figure 1: Panel (a): Inverse decay process νLν¯L→ σ. The produced scalar particle σ will
decay into ν¯LνR and ν¯RνL subsequently, and increase the νR density in the early Universe.
Panel (b): The conversion process νR→ νs as mediated by the dark photon Xµ.
effect up to its first order via mass-insertion on each incoming state νL of the Feynman dia-
gram. This induces a chirality-flip suppression factor mν/
√
s in the scattering amplitude.
A derivation of this factor is given in Appendix A.
In the early Universe, only left-handed neutrinos νL are thermalized through elec-
troweak interaction. After electroweak and U(1)X symmetry breaking, νL and νR form
massive Dirac particles and oscillate into each other. The right-handed neutrinos can then
be produced out-of-equilibrium via annihilation process νLν¯L→ σ (incuding a mass inser-
tion of mν ν¯LνR+h.c.) as shown in Fig. 1a, with the subsequent σ decays σ→νLν¯R, νRν¯L.1
The thermal averaged cross section of this process can be estimated as
〈σv〉LLσ ≈
(
mν
mσ
)2
〈σv〉LRσ , (3.1)
where 〈σv〉LRσ is the averaged cross section of νLν¯R→ σ given in Eq.(B.3c). We see that
〈σv〉LLσ is highly suppressed by m4ν/(m2σv2s) , so this annihilation process is extremely
slow and always out of thermal equilibrium in the early Universe. The produced σ bosons
then decay predominantly to νLν¯R and νRν¯L, leading to a net increase of νR (ν¯R) density.
The small amount of produced νR neutrinos can scatter effectively among themselves
through the U(1)X gauge interaction. To see this, we estimate the density of νR as
nνR ∼ nνLΓσH−1, where nνL is the total left-handed neutrino density2 and Γσ is the
thermal averaged decay rate of σ . The νR scattering process such as Fig. 1b will become
efficient when
H . Γ˜ ≈ nνR〈σv〉RR (3.2)
1Note that νR can also be produced by 2 → 2 scattering such as νLνL↔ νRνR, νsνs by exchanging a
t-channel σ or Xµ. However, as will be shown below, the small amount of νR or νs is only important
well after BBN. The 2 → 2 scattering rate at this temperature is much smaller than the inverse decay
rate by a factor of T 2/v2s . So we will ignore the 2→2 production processes hereafter.
2The convention of number density nj of a particle species j in this paper is always defined as the
total number density including both particles and their antiparticles from all three generations.
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Figure 2: Conversion processes νL→νR, νs . Panel (a): The inverse decay νLν¯s → Xµ, where the
final state Xµ predominantly decays into νRν¯s or νsν¯R. Panel (b): An example of the conversion
process νLR→RR , where R denotes νR or νs (or their antiparticles) in any family.
with 〈σv〉RR the characteristic cross section of scattering between the right-handed par-
ticles νR and νs given in Eq.(B.5a). This condition is easily satisfied during the interested
epoch with T . O(MeV). For the similar reason, the conversion σσ ↔ XµXµ and
νRν¯s ↔ Xµ are also efficient because they are also induced by the U(1)X interaction.
Hence, a small amount of tightly coupled fluid which consists of νR, νs, σ and X
µ is
produced from νL scattering in the early Universe.
The generated νR and νs catalyze the conversion of left-handed neutrinos to right-
handed ones through much faster conversion processes νLν¯s→Xµ and νLR→RR , as
shown in Fig. 2. Here R denotes the particle from all three families of νR, νs and their
antiparticles. The cross sections of both conversion processes in Fig. 2 are suppressed by
one less factor of m2ν than the annihilation process in Fig. 1a. The thermal averaged cross
section of νLν¯s→Xµ and νLR→RR are given by Eqs.(B.3b) and (B.5b), respectively.
For T > mX , the rate of the latter process is larger than the former one by a factor of
T 2/m2X and dominates the conversion process. As the Universe cools down, the conversion
rate increases because the reaction energy is closer to the Xµ resonance and the chirality
factor mν/Eν also becomes larger. Below a certain temperature Tc, the R+ νL scattering
becomes efficient:
H  Γconv≡ nνL(〈σv〉LR + 〈σv〉)LRX , (for T  Tc). (3.3)
The number of right-handed particles R in a conformal volume can increase exponentially
in a Hubble time by a factor of ∼ eΓconv/H via continuously converting νL to νR and
νs. This domino effect converts left-handed neutrinos to right-handed neutrinos rapidly,
until nνL= nνR = nνs , a stationary configuration determined by the principle of detailed
balance. The neutrinos νL, νR and νs scatter effectively with each other, stalking the free-
streaming of neutrinos, which is the key ingredient to shrink down the r∗ while keeping
`d intact.
There are several conditions that needs to be satisfied by our model. The rapid conver-
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sion process should not happen before decoupling of the neutrino electroweak interaction
at T =O(MeV). Otherwise, the right-handed neutrinos could be in equilibrium with the
thermal bath and increase the total neutrino density. This can in turn populate the gauge
boson Xµ of mass mX =O(keV) in the early Universe, where X
µ mediates neutrino self-
interaction. Such an increase of Neff was severely constrained by primordial deuterium
measurement and tends to disfavor the self-interacting Dirac neutrinos [12]. But we can
avoid this in our model by requiring the total rate Γconv of νR scattering with νL be smaller
than the Hubble rate before BBN,
Γconv
H
∣∣∣∣
MeV
. 1 . (3.4)
This imposes an upper bound on the gauge coupling gx for each given dark photon mass
mX as shown for the case of mν = 0.05eV in the blue shaded region of Fig. 3. For instance,
Fig. 3 gives gx.2×10−4 for mX =10 eV, and gx. 25×10−4 for mX =104 eV.
Since the conversion rate peaks at E ∼ mX , the following condition should be satisfied
as well,
Γconv
H
∣∣∣∣
T=mX
& 1 , (3.5)
so that the rapid conversion process νL → νR, νs can occur in the early Universe. This
excludes the yellow shaded region in Fig. 3.
The resolution of the Hubble tension requires that the neutrino non-free-streaming
alters the damping tail of the CMB power spectrum [9]. The scattering should be efficient
when the relevant Fourier mode corresponding to the damping tail enters the Hubble
radius. As a benchmark, the Fourier modes corresponding to multipoles `∼ 2000 enter
the Hubble radius at Tt∼10 eV. The right-handed neutrino scattering should be efficient
around this epoch and therefore satisfies
ΓR
H
∣∣∣∣
Tt
> 1 , (3.6)
where ΓR= nR(〈σv〉RRX+〈σv〉RR) is the total rate of the νR+νs scattering. By assuming
that the left-right handed neutrino conversion already finished before this epoch, the
detailed balance of the conversion processes such as νLνR ↔ νsνs and νRνR ↔ νsνs
implies nR/2 = nνR= nνs = nνL . This excludes the pink region in Fig. 3 for the typical
neutrino mass value mν = 0.05 eV (based on neutrino oscillation data). Finally, if the
free-streaming of neutrinos start too late, the low-` part of the CMB power spectrum
should also be strongly altered by the neutrino self-scattering and deteriorate the fit to
the observation [10]. We note that the recent studies of self-interacting-neutrino cosmology
have a delayed onset of neutrino free-streaming at z∼8000 when modes of `≈400 enter
10
Figure 3: Constraints on the dark photon gauge coupling gx and its mass mX . Here we input a
typical neutrino mass mν = 0.05 eV. The blue region overproduces νR and X
µ before decoupling
of the neutrino electroweak interaction and is therefore excluded by the BBN. In the yellow
region, the conversion νL→ νR, νs is never efficient. In the pink region, neutrinos free-stream
too early and behave effectively as the SM neutrinos for CMB observation. Only the white area
is allowed. On the black dotted curve, right-handed neutrinos begin free-streaming at z ∼ 8000 ,
which is significantly delayed as compared to the standard ΛCDM model.
the Hubble radius [9, 15]. We consider a similar onset time of free-streaming for the
right-handed neutrinos in the current estimate. (A precise determination of the onset
time of free-streaming needs a systematical fit of the CMB power spectrum which is
beyond the current study.) As a guideline, we consider the right-handed neutrinos to
begin free-streaming at z∼8000 , and plot this case in Fig. 3 as the black dotted curve.
Finally, we comment on the laboratory and astrophysical constraints. Our model
conserves lepton number and is thus not constrained by the neutrinoless double-beta
decay measurements [28, 29]. The major laboratory constraints on our model come from
meson decays. The typical neutrino energy in these processes are Eν∼O(100MeV)>vs, so
the chirality-flip factor of mass insertion mν/Eν∼10−9 is much smaller than the effective
neutrino Yukawa coupling y′ to the singlet Higgs boson σ, where |y′| = O(10−7). This
means that the left-handed neutrinos νL from meson decays could emit dark photon X
µ
only after the mass insertion with the suppression mν/Eν , while νL can emit σ boson
with the effective Yukawa coupling y′. Hence, we expect the effective Yukawa coupling y′
to receive nontrivial constraint from meson decays via emitting σ bosons. The strongest
constraint from meson decay on a scalar coupling to neutrinos [19] is inferred from the
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light meson decay spectrum previously used to search for heavy neutrinos [20, 21]. This
sets an upper bound |y′|2 < 3.8 × 10−7. The neutrino emission of the Supernova 1987A
[30, 31] may also be modified by the emission of σ bosons from the left-handed neutrinos
trapped in the core3 through the vertex in Fig. 1a. From the result of [12], we have the
exclusion of |y′|2excl ≈ (1 − 12)×10−5/(1+mσ/keV) . Both constraints are well satisfied
since we have smaller Yukawa coupling |y′| = O(10−7) in the current model.
In passing, we note that various non-zero ∆Neff near the epoch of recombination
may also help to reduce the Hubble tension to different levels. The BBN constraint
∆Neff . 0.5 [17, 12] comes from the model-dependent baryon-to-photon ratio along with
the measured primordial abundance of Yp [22] and [D/H] [23]. To realize the model
considered in Ref. [9] with ∆Neff ≈ 1, the additional ∆Neff needs to be generated in
the epoch between BBN and recombination. This may be done by entropy injection in
the dark sector. Alternatively, one may assume a smaller ∆Neff that is consistent with
the BBN constraint at the expense of less reduction of Hubble tension as in the case of
[11]. Because of the vast possibilities of choosing ∆Neff and its generation, our current
study will only focus on the realization of the neutrino self-interaction as an attractive
resolution.
In summary, we have demonstrated in this section that with a suitable choice of
parameter space shown in Fig. 3, the left-handed neutrinos convert to the right-handed
neutrinos only after the BBN. The final neutrino relic is a mixture of νL, νR and νs which
scatter with each other before recombination. The evolution of the neutrino density is
consistent with the BBN and our model is safe under the laboratory and supernovae
constraints on hidden neutrino interactions.
4. Evolution of Neutrino Densities by Numerical Analysis
In this section, we will demonstrate the neutrino density evolution as discussed qualita-
tively in Section 3. For this, we solve the evolution of Boltzmann equation numerically for
the (νL, νR, νs, X
µ, σ) system with a given set of parameters. We first treat the particles
(νR, νs, X
µ, σ) as a single tightly coupled fluid in the Boltzmann equation to avoid the
numerical stiffness. Then, we present the numerical result and demonstrate that it is
consistent with the physical picture given in Section 3.
In the parameter space of interest, the decay rate of Xµ and the scattering rate among
σ, νs, νR and X
µ are dominated by the U(1)X gauge interaction and much larger than
the Hubble rate as we have shown in Section 3. The system of Boltzmann equations that
evolves nνL , nνR , nνs , nσ and nX simultaneously is hard to solve numerically because of
3The core-collapse process is not well understood, so the resultant bound should be used as an estimate
rather than a strict constraint [32].
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large hierarchies between scattering rates and the Hubble rate. To address this issue,
we treat νs, νR, σ and X
µ as a single tightly coupled fluid T with its number density
parameterized by
nT = nνR + nνs + 2nσ + 2nX , (4.1)
where nνR and nνs denote the total number density of both particles and anti-particles
summed over the three families. Since νR ν¯s ↔ Xµ and σ σ ↔ XµXµ dominate the
conversion between species in T , we see that under the definition of Eq. (4.1) the fast
U(1)X processes do not change nT .
4 The processes that evolve nT or nνL are those
with at least a mass-insertion suppression in an external leg or with a Yukawa vertex of
coupling y′ such as those in Fig. 1a and Fig. 2. Thus, it is more convenient to solve just
two Boltzmann equations for a system of nνL and nT instead, which does not involve the
unsuppressed fast processes.
After each nT changing interaction, the number density of each particle species in T
relaxes rapidly to a stationary configuration through U(1)X interaction. The distributions
of nνR , nνs , nσ and nX within nT can be approximated by its stationary values governed
by the detailed balance principle within the T fluid. Then, the equilibrium of scattering
processes νR νR↔νs νs and σ σ↔XµXµ impose:
nνR
nνs
=
neqνR
neqνs
= 1 ,
nXµ
nσ
=
neqXµ
neqσ
= 3 . (4.2)
Here neqj is the equilibrium density of a particle in contact with a hot plasma,
neqj =
gj
(2pi)3
∫
d3p
1
exp(E/T )± 1 , (4.3)
with gj being the degrees of freedom. Eq.(4.2) holds because n
eq
j also satisfies the detailed
balance condition. Similarly, the equilibrium of the decay and inverse decay of Xµ ↔ νRν¯s
leads to the following conditions,
neqX
neqνs n
eq
νR
=
nX
nνsnνR
=
nX
n2νs
. (4.4)
With Eqs.(4.1)-(4.2) and (4.4), the number densities nνR , nνs , nσ and nX appearing in
the reaction rates can be computed as a function of nT and the temperature T . The
Boltzmann equation and the expressions of thermally averaged cross sections and decay
rates are presented in Appendix B. The fast reactions are contained within the T fluid
and do not appear in the equations as expected.
4The coefficient 2 of nσ in Eq.(4.1) needs to be modified if one chooses to work with mσ > 2mX
instead. In this case, the process σ ↔ XµXµ is kinematically allowed.
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Figure 4: Panel (a): Evolutions of the scaled particle number densities of left-handed neutrinos
nνL
/T 3ν (red curve) and tightly-coupled fluid nT/T
3
ν (blue curve) are shown as functions of Tν
(eV), for the interacting Dirac neutrino model with mν = 0.05 eV, vs= 5 MeV, and mX = 1 keV.
Panel (b): Scaled reaction rate Γ/Tν and Hubble rate H/Tν are plotted as functions of Tν for our
interacting Dirac neutrino model. The red solid (dashed) curve shows the interaction rate of left-
handed (right-handed) Dirac neutrinos with mν = 0.05 eV, vs = 5 MeV, and mX = 1 keV. The
Hubble rate is shown in the blue curve. The black solid (dashed) curve shows the reaction rate
of the strong (moderate) neutrino self-interaction with Geff =10
−1.35(10−3.9) MeV−2, defined in
Ref. [9]. Note that the panel (a) y-axis is linear scale while panel (b) is in log-scale.
We solve the Boltzmann equations of the νL−T system with the choice of parameters
mν = 0.05 eV, vs = 5 MeV, and mX = mσ = 1 keV. Fig. 4 presents our results. In Fig. 4a,
we plot the evolution of nνL/T
3
ν and nT /T
3
ν as a function of the neutrino temperature Tν .
The generation of the T fluid becomes rather rapid at the temperature Tν ≈ 40 keV, which
is much later than the decoupling of electroweak interaction. This is the key feature of
the cosmological evolution of our model as discussed in Section 3. When the temperature
drops below ∼100 eV in Fig. 4, Xµ and σ no longer remain in the T fluid because of their
large masses. The number densities of νL, νs and νR then equally share the initial total
neutrino density with nνL= nνs= nνR .
In Fig. 4b, we plot the scaled reaction rate of neutrinos (Γ/Tν) according to the evo-
lution of densities in Fig. 4a. Here, the interaction rate of left-handed (right-handed)
neutrinos is presented by the red solid (dashed) curve. The interaction rate of νs also
follows the same red dashed curve as the right-handed neutrino νR. The Hubble rate is
depicted by the blue curve. The intersections of the scattering rates and the Hubble rate
are distinctive epochs of the cosmological evolution, and we mark their locations by the
bold letters A1, A2, B, and C, respectively. The scattering rate of the left-handed neu-
trino is initially dominated by the electroweak interaction at the very right side of the red
curve. As the Universe cools down, the weak interaction becomes inefficient at the epoch
C (the intersection of the red solid curve with the blue curve) and the neutrinos decouple
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from the hot plasma. In contrast, the reaction rate of the small amount of right-handed
neutrinos for T & 40 keV is dominated by its scattering with the left-handed neutrinos
shown in Fig. 2. We see that the reaction rate of the right-handed neutrinos (shown as the
red dashed curve) also intersects accidentally with the blue curve at epoch C. But this
coincidence has no significance in the current analysis. The left-handed neutrinos begin
to convert to right-handed ones through the processes shown in Fig. 2, but the conversion
remains slow because nνR and nνs are extremely small at this epoch as shown in Fig. 4a.
As the number densities nνR and nνs increase, the reaction rate of νL becomes dominated
by its scattering with νR and νs, and the conversion becomes rapid at the epoch B. This
corresponds to the sharp increase of nT around T = 40 keV in Fig. 4a. Note that the
panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 4 are plotted in linear and log scale, respectively. Eventually,
the neutrino gas becomes a mixture of νL, νs, and νR . The reaction rate of νR and νs gets
dominated by the scattering between themselves such as the process in Fig. 1b. Because of
the mass insertion, νL scatters less frequently than other components as is evident from
the difference between the red dashed curve and the red solid curve. The left-handed
neutrinos start to free-stream when T ≈ 40 eV at the epoch A2, much earlier than the
right-handed neutrinos which start to free stream when T ≈ 1 eV at the epoch A1.
In comparison with the standard model (SM) neutrinos which start to free-stream at
the epoch C, the delayed onset of neutrino free-streaming in our model leads to phase
shifts and amplification of acoustic peaks in the CMB power spectrum; these effects may
be compensated by the shifts of other cosmological parameters such as a larger Hubble
constant. The previous study of the CMB power spectrum suggests [9] that a large value of
Hubble constant up to H0 = 72.3± 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 can be accommodated for the CMB
measurements with ∆Neff ≈ 1 and slight adjustments of other cosmological parameters
as long as the active neutrinos scatter with themselves through an effective interaction
Geff ν¯νν¯ν . This is a fairly model-independent study since it does not depend on details of
how this effective interaction arises. For this, Ref. [9] considered a “strongly interacting”
scenario with log10(Geff MeV
2) = −1.35+0.12−0.066 and a “moderately interacting” scenario
with log10(Geff MeV
2) =−3.90+1.0−0.93 , which accommodate the Hubble constant of values
H0 = 72.3 ± 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 and H0 = 71.2 ± 1.3 km s−1Mpc−1, respectively. To make
use of the fits of [9], in Fig. 4b we plot as a reference the reaction rate of the central value
of the strong (moderate) neutrino self-interaction by the black solid (dashed) curve. A
direct numerical comparison of the reaction rate is given at the end of Appendix B. Despite
some difference in the detailed form of the neutrino self-interactions, Fig. 4b shows that
the right-handed (left-handed) neutrinos in our model start to free-stream at roughly the
same epoch A1 (A2) as the reference scenario of the strongly (moderately) self-interacting
neutrinos. So their impacts on the CMB power spectrum are mainly the same. Hence,
the cosmic neutrino relic in our model can be regarded as a mixture of the two scenarios
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of strongly and moderately interacting neutrinos in Ref. [9]. Assuming entropy injection
of ∆Neff ' 1 after the BBN, the inferred Hubble constant from CMB observation of
our model should lie between those of the strongly and moderately interacting regimes.
Therefore, the late onset of neutrino free-streaming in our model is consistent with a
larger Hubble constant of H0 ' (71−72) km s−1Mpc−1 without deteriorating the fit to
CMB observations. In this way, our model can mainly remove the tension with the local
measurements of Hubble constant H0 = 74.0± 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 [5].
A direct numerical comparison of the reaction rate with Ref. [9] is given at the end of
our Appendix B. We find that with the choice of parameters mν = 0.05 eV and vs= 5 MeV,
the right-handed and left-handed neutrinos interact with the neutrino gas, which have
effective 4-neutrino couplings GR =10
−1.23MeV−2 and GL = 10
−4.22MeV−2, respectively,
at T ≈ 10 eV. Hence, the right-handed neutrinos νR and νs (which make up 2/3 of the
neutrino gas in our model) behave like the strongly self-interacting neutrinos of Ref. [9]
with log10(Geff MeV
2) =−1.35+0.12−0.066 , while the left-handed neutrinos νL (which make up
the remaining 1/3 of the neutrino gas in our model) behave like the moderately self-
interacting neutrino with log10(Geff MeV
2)=−3.90+1.0−0.93 [9]. This is in accordance with our
discussion of Fig. 4b.
The above numerical analysis demonstrates that the evolution of both the number
density and reaction rate are consistent with the physical picture of Section 3. Hence,
we find that our current Dirac seesaw model provides a viable resolution to the Hubble
tension problem, with wide parameter space shown in Fig. 3.
5. Conclusions
The discrepancy of the Hubble constant measurements concerns the cosmological obser-
vations inferred from the early and late Universe, and is fairly robust, ranging from 4σ to
6σ deviations [2]. If this tension persists, it would point to new physics in the dynamics
of the cosmological expansion, beyond the standard ΛCDM model. Such new physics res-
olution could arise from the exciting interface of particle physics and cosmology. In this
work, we proposed a new realization of the self-interacting neutrino via Dirac seesaw to
achieve the mechanism of shrinking down physical size of sound horizon at last scattering
surface, while keeping the projected Silk damping scale intact.
In Section 2, we presented a new Dirac seesaw model with an anomaly-free dark U(1)X
gauge group, in which the light dark photon serves as the mediator and couples only to
the right-handed components of Dirac neutrinos. It naturally generates small masses
for Dirac neutrinos and induces effective self-interaction for the right-handed neutrinos.
We made no assumption of the flavor structure for neutrino self-interactions, unlike the
models in the previous literature [12]. Our model can evade both the cosmological and
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laboratory constraints because the coupling between the left-handed neutrinos and the
dark photon mediator is extremely weak in high energy processes due to the chirality-flip
suppression factor mν/Eν (Fig. 2).
In Sections 3 and 4, we studied the cosmological evolution of the left/right-handed
neutrinos, which has nontrivial behaviour because of the gauge interactions mediated by
dark photon. We first presented the estimates in Section 3, and the constraints on the
dark photon parameter space in Fig. 3. We then performed numerical analysis of evolving
Boltzmann equations of neutrino densities in Section 4. We demonstrated that after the
neutrino decoupling and for a proper choice of the mediator mass and coupling, part of
the left-handed neutrinos turn into right-handed particles νR and νs in a very short epoch
between the BBN and recombination. The right-handed particles are more reactive and
couple tightly to the left-handed neutrinos. The resultant non-free-streaming neutrinos
νL, νR and νs cause phase shifts and amplification of acoustic peaks in the CMB power
spectrum, which is a key ingredient of the resolution to the Hubble tension. Our findings
are presented in Fig. 4. Setting entropy injection of ∆Neff ' 1 after the BBN, we found
that the late onset of neutrino free-streaming in our model is consistent with a larger
Hubble constant up to H0'(71−72) km s−1Mpc−1 without deteriorating the fit to CMB
data [9]. This reduces the H0 discrepancy down to 1σ level and thus mainly resolves the
Hubble tension by our new scenario of self-interacting neutrinos.
Finally, we note that the left-handed neutrinos and right-handed neutrinos scatter at
different rates in the early Universe and it provides an interesting target for the analysis
of self-interacting neutrino cosmology. The hidden U(1)X interaction is currently uncon-
strained by laboratory experiments, but on the other hand it signifies the role of the CMB
observation to probe non-standard neutrino interactions. The hidden neutrino interac-
tion may leave a trace on the cosmic neutrino background where the neutrino energy is
extremely small and the chirality-flip factor is no longer a suppression.
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A. Neutrino Chirality Flip via Mass-Insertion
In this appendix, we re-derive the chirality-flip factor via mass-insertion for clarity and
completeness. For each insertion of neutrino mass, an external line of the left-handed
neutrino in the Feynman diagram is modified as
χ−(p)→
mνpµσ¯
µ
p2
χ−(p) , (A.1)
where χ− is the left-handed 2-component spinor eigenfunction. For simplicity, we choose
the reference frame such that the direction of the neutrino momentum ~p is along +zˆ ,
and χ−(p) =
√
p0+ p3
(
0
1
)
. In the limit of p0→ p3 , the pole factor (p0− p3) in the
denominator will be cancelled by that in the numerator, and thus we have
mνpµσ¯
µ
p2
(
0
1
)
→ mν
2p0
(
0
1
)
. (A.2)
This result is also evident from the massive 4-component Dirac spinor: the right-handed
component of a spin-down fermion moving along +zˆ contains a factor mν/(2p
0) in the
leading order of mν . So each mass-insertion in the external line leads to a factor mν/
√
s
in the amplitude.
B. Boltzmann Equations and Cross Sections
.
In this appendix, we give the relevant Boltzmann equations used to evolve the number
density in Fig. 4. As we described in Section 4, we treat σ, νs, νR and X
µ as a single
fluid T characterized by the number density nT = nνR+ nνs+ 2nσ+ 2nX . The number
density of each component of T relaxes rapidly to its stationary distribution after the
scattering with νL. So we can approximate their number density as a function of nT and
temperature Tν given by the solution of Eqs.(4.1)-(4.2) and Eq.(4.4).
The Boltzmann equations which govern the evolution of nνL and nT are given by
dnνL
dt
+ 3HnνL = −nνLnR〈σv〉LRσ − nνLnR〈σv〉LRX − nνLnR〈σv〉LR
+
1
2
n2R〈σv〉LR + nXΓXLR + nσΓσ , (B.1a)
dnT
dt
+ nT = −
1
2
n2R〈σv〉LR − nXΓXLR − nσΓσ
+ nνLnR〈σv〉LRσ + nνLnR〈σv〉LRX + nνLnR〈σv〉LR
+ n2νL
(
mν
mσ
)2
〈σv〉LRσ , (B.1b)
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where nR ≡ nνR+ nνs = 2nνR . (Here we recall that in our notation, each number density
nj contains both the particles and anti-particles from all families.) For completeness, we
also provide the thermal averaged cross sections used in the Boltzmann equation.5 The
thermal averaged decay rates are
ΓXLR =
3m2νmX
8v2spi
K1(mφ/T )
K2(mφ/T )
, (B.2a)
Γσ =
3m2νmσ
8v2spi
K1(mφ/T )
K2(mφ/T )
, (B.2b)
ΓX =
m3X
4v2spi
K1(mφ/T )
K2(mφ/T )
. (B.2c)
ΓX and Γσ are the thermal averaged decay rate of X
µ and σ, respectively. ΓXLR is the
partial decay rate of Xµ to νLν¯s, νsν¯L. Note that for simplicity we have set mσ = mX
and thus the decay mode σ→XµXµ is forbidden.
The thermally averaged inverse decay rates are obtained from the decay rates by the
principle of detailed balance,
〈σv〉RRX =
2neqX
n2R
ΓX , (B.3a)
〈σv〉LRX =
neqσ
neqR n
eq
νL
ΓXLR , (B.3b)
〈σv〉LRσ =
neqσ
neqR n
eq
νL
Γσ , (B.3c)
where 〈σv〉RRX , 〈σv〉LRX and 〈σv〉LRσ are the thermally averaged cross sections of νRR→
Xµ, νLR → Xµ and νLR → Xµ, respectively. Here R denotes any particle from any
family of νR, νs or their antiparticles. The cross section computed is the average over all
possible choices of R. The number density neqj js the equilibrium density of a given type
of particles in contact with a thermal bath,
neqj ≡
gj
(2pi)3
∫
d3p
exp(E/T )± 1 , (B.4)
with gj the corresponding degrees of freedom.
Finally, the thermally averaged cross sections for the 2→ 2 scattering processes are
〈σv〉RR =

35T 2
6piv4s
, (T  mX),
m2X
4piv4s
, (T  mX),
(B.5a)
5For example, see Refs. [26, 27] for the method of computing thermal averaged cross sections.
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〈σv〉LR =

35m2ν
144piv4s
, (T  mX),
m2νm
2
X
32piv4sT
2
, (T  mX),
(B.5b)
where 〈σv〉LR and 〈σv〉RR are the thermal averaged cross sections of processes νLR→ RR
and νRR→ RR, respectively. Again, we have averaged over all possible choices of R from
any family of νR and νs, or their antiparticles. For simplicity, we neglect the masses in
the propagators and approximate the cross sections as piece-wise functions of their limits
of T  mφ and T  mφ. This leads to discontinuities of slopes in the red curves of
Fig. 4a.
For comparison, we also compute the thermally averaged cross section of the neutrino
self-interaction in Ref. [9]. In this fairly model-independent study, the active neutrino
interaction is described by the squared amplitude
|M|2ν = 2G2eff(s2 + t2 + u2) , (B.6)
which results in a thermally averaged cross section,
〈σv〉SI =
11
pi
G2eff T
2 . (B.7)
Then, we can compare directly the scattering rate ΓSI of the neutrino self-interaction in
Ref. [9] to the rates of the right-handed neutrinos ΓR and the left-handed neutrinos ΓL in
our model for T  mX ,
ΓSI
ΓR
=
〈σv〉SInνj
〈σv〉RR(nνR+ nνs)
=
G2eff
G2R
, (B.8a)
ΓSI
ΓL
=
〈σv〉SInνj
〈σv〉LR(nνR+ nνs)
=
G2eff
G2L
. (B.8b)
Here we have defined the effective coupling constants GL and GR for direct comparison
with the Geff in (B.6) from Ref. [9],
GR =
√
70
33
1
v2s
, (B.9a)
GL =
√
35
396
mν
T
1
v2s
. (B.9b)
Note that in our model νR and νs make up 2/3 of the neutrino relics. So we have
nνR+ nνs = (2/3)ntot with ntot the total relic neutrino density. On the other hand,
Ref. [9] only considered the scattering within the same species of neutrinos, so we take
nνj = ntot/6 . For mν = 0.05 eV and vs = 5 MeV as we choose in Sec.4, we obtain
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GR = 10
−1.23 MeV−2 and GL = 10
−4.22 MeV−2 at T ≈ 10 eV. Hence, the right-handed
and left-handed neutrinos in our model behave like the strongly and moderately self-
interacting neutrinos of Ref. [9] with the effective coupling log10(Geff MeV
2)=−1.35+0.12−0.066
and log10(Geff MeV
2)=−3.90+1.0−0.93, respectively.
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